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Abstract 

The demand for measuring the quality aspects and need for higher maintainability and 

understandability of the models are increasing within the field of software engineering and 

management. Among these, complex models are of special interest for designers as they are 

more correlated to the eventual reliability of the system and therefore are considered very 

important. This study presents a method for measuring the complexity of existing software 

models in Ericsson seeking to raise the maintainability and understandability of the software 

engineering project in progress. A literature survey was performed in order to find a list of all 

potentially useful metrics. Narrowing down the long list of metrics was carried out by 

interviews with designers at Ericsson. Utilizing statistical data analysis based on interviews 

results was the next step. Beside, workshops were used for evaluating the reliability of 

preliminary data analysis and an empirical formula was generated for models’ complexity 

prediction. Metrics such as “non-self-transitions”, “transitions per states”, and “state depth” 

are the most important for calculating the models’ complexity score (rank) and for these 

metrics threshold values were set. Challenges and experiences gained in this study 

demonstrated the importance of incorporating user generated feedback in the empirical 

complexity modeling studies. 
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1. Introduction 

Since modeling in large software products has emerged as a prominent approach, designers 

started to focus more on modeling rather than just developing. On the other hand, handling 

complex models is always a big issue for managers and designers, as maintainability and 

understandability of a system are difficult for designers. 

Different studies have introduced a variety of measuring models’ metrics. Even though some 

of these metrics have claimed to be promising metrics for measuring the complexity, it seems 

their priorities are changing with some factors embodied in the software. Factors such as 

tools, design rules, designers’ experience, models’ functionality, documentation are factors 

which force a researcher to focus on some other metrics than described in literature to 

measure the models’ complexity and finding the best metrics among available ones.  

Knowing about the complex models in the beginning is one of the best solutions to have 

fewer faults at the end. (Staron et al., 2009) Therefore, managers can have a better estimation 

for measuring time and effort and other related factors for maintaining those models. 

The intention of measuring a model’s complexity is to have better quality. Increasing 

maintainability and understandability, dwindling MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure) and 

MTTR (Mean Time To Repair), predicting fault-prone models, and last but not least, having 

a daily report based on the measurement are some factors there can be focus on after listing 

complex models.  

As a result, by identifying weak design spots will reduce the cost compared with repairing 

consequence errors after implementation. (Genero et al., 2005) 

This study has been carried out as a master thesis at R&D department of Ericsson. The aim 

was to go through the models in the LTE project and find the most complex models. In 

addition, introducing the most important metrics and their threshold values for those models 

was another task to follow. In this report I have divided the entire study into six important 

sections.  

The first section is a study of different literature inside and outside of Ericsson. I looked 

further than the study at Ericsson and studied related topics even if the tools and projects 

were completely different from the Ericsson context. Simultaneously with collecting all the 

useful metrics, I was trying to find out if some metrics were identical. Also, I was 

determining if metrics from different studies were useful for the study I was working on. 

Bearing in mind, metrics most of the time depend on the functionality of models and some 

other qualitative factors.  

In the second section the focus was on finding the applicable metrics of the study and finding 

out which metrics are the most promising. In this step I decided to go through interviews and 

analyze the data collected based on the interviews. A reader can look into the details of data 

analysis in this section to get the picture of what has been done for data analysis, which 

methods I chose and how I came up with the predictors of complex models.  
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In the next section, which describe the workshop, I have tried to make sure about the 

reliability of the methods and formula. There is an explanation of which steps I have gone 

through also the last result elaborated.  

The section about validity threats is coming after this section. For this special study as many 

other studies there are some threats explained. The reader can read through and know about 

the limitations and threats I faced in this study and how reliable the results.  

The last sections are further works and conclusions. There are some suggestions on future 

works on this study to make the reliability of the formula higher and make sure these final 

metrics are useful and applicable to the model itself and also extending them on more models 

in different projects. To put an end for this study there is conclusion. There are references 

and appendices available for readers who are interested to dig into the subject. 

The Sections have been derived based on time progressing during the project and provided 

data and analysis at different stages of the study. 

1.1. Background 

Ericsson is developing large scale software for mobile telecommunication systems in the 

world. Long Term Evolution (LTE) is a large project produced by Ericsson. 

According to Sesia et al. (2009) “LTE is an enabler. It is not technology for technology’s 

sake, but technology with a purpose, connecting people and information to enable greater 

things to be achieved. It will provide higher data rates than ever previously achieved in 

mobile communications, combined with wide-area coverage and seamless support for 

mobility without regard for the type of data being transmitted.” 

This master thesis has been studying LTE models at development departments of Ericsson in 

Linköping. Packages were already being modeled and are in use. Development teams were 

working on restructuring and refactoring some of them.  

However, when designers refactor or restructure of some models due to models’ complexity, 

it can be interpreted in different ways, i.e. they can’t understand the models’ functionality or 

they face many troubles for that model due to models’ bad design. 

Moreover, managers at Ericsson want to make sure about the quality of the project. 

Maintainability and understandability of the models are important. 

There are definitions for maintainability and understandability of a system in two studies at 

Ericsson. Maintainability is “the ease with which a software system or component can be 

modified to add or remove features, correct faults, improve performance or other attributes, 

or adapt to changes in its environment.” (Andreas et al., 2007) and understandability is “The 

properties of the design that enable it to be easily learned and comprehended. This directly 

relates to the complexity of the design structure” (Nandorf, 2008) 

On the other hand, maintainability and understandability of a model will be more difficult if a 

model is complex. Measuring the models’ complexity make designers know about their 
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models and the metrics inside their models making models more complex. Metric’s 

measurement and finding the correlation between metrics and the models’ complexity make 

us step up for the aim. 

1.1.1. Technical background 

Rational Rose Real Time (Rose RT) provided by IBM has been the first environment decided 

for modeling in LTE project at Ericsson. 

When this study started, Rose RT was the tool for modeling. By the end of this study teams 

were already migrated from Rose RT into Rational Software Architect RealTime Edition 

(RSARTE). Developers are not dealing with code. Code (C++) will be generated 

automatically by tools after modeling. As a result models are the basis for the study. Thus, 

Software Units which are generated from the models that defining the behavior of a system 

should be looked into. 

By starting the project, there were around 120 Software Units (SwUs). Logical view contains 

all models. In this study we will regard these SwUs as packages. 

Each package consists of many capsules, classes, state machines, transitions between state 

machines, etc. In Figure 1 the top level of state diagram is shown as an example. State 

machine is an element that shows the behavior of a system. Depending on different 

functionality of a system, a designer can implement more state machines inside one state 

machine as it is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 1. Top level state diagram(IBM Rational Rose RealTime, 2003)  
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Figure 2. Decomposition of running state from figure 1(IBM Rational Rose RealTime, 

2003) 

A complex model sometimes can be a model with many elements inside it or it can be a 

model with more elements inside other elements which can be called a depth. As a result the 

definition of a complexity is different from one designer to another. For this reason, I had to 

have a unique definition of the models’ complexity for my research. I had to come up with a 

unified definition for a complex model with designers who designed the models.  

There had been some refactoring on some complex models. By doing a measurement on 

some metrics Ericsson developers realized that they can make their models less complex by 

doing refactoring before this thesis started.  

The graph below shows models before and after refactoring in a study they had done for a 

special metric in some complex models. But they were not sure which metrics were the most 

important and how they could be correlated to the complexity and what the weights are for 

each of them. 
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Figure 3. Model complexity for a software unit before and after refactoring  (Ebersjö et 

al., 2010)  

Nonetheless, the definition of a complex model is different from one designer to another. So, 

I decided to have a description to clarify exactly what we mean by using the complexity 

term. 

 “We can say a model is not complex if: 1- easy to understand it. 2- Can easily be changed 

without much time and effort; also after changing there is no conflict with other models and 

the model itself along with other models related to it work perfectly. If any of the above 

factors change and make it difficult to handle the model, then we have a complex model.” 

This definition has been introduced by me at Ericsson for this study.  

Meanwhile, counting the models’ elements can’t be done manually because this project was a 

big, complex project with many models correlated to each other inside it; sometimes, those 

models share some elements with each other in real time functions. Investigating on different 

solutions on measurement has been done in the theoretical study on available tools and 

metrics can be measured with them. 

To summarize this section you can see the list of available information by starting of the 

study: 

 Tool: Rose RT (Logical View) provided by Rational Rose. RSARTE, on the other 

hand, was a new tool which all models were being migrated to it. But when the study 

started the migration was not done. So, Rose RT is the modeling tool that I started to 

work with it. 

 Scripts: ModelMet and RTMA are both scripts written in Visual Basic language. By 

running these Scripts it is possible to measure some metrics inside each model and at 

the end gather all the models’ metrics data. Both of these scripts had been used at 

Ericsson on different studies. But, these two scripts were measuring different metrics 

and some metrics even had different definitions. I had to study both scripts to know if 

it was possible to change them, also I had to know which one was useful for my 
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study. The list of some metrics which could be measured by ModelMet is in the 

appendix D. 

 Number of developers: approximately 70 

 Available units: SwUs (Software Units), Library Units, Interface Units. In this 

research I am focusing on SwUs. There are approximately 109 SwUs that I should 

focus on. 

 Complexity levels: rank models from one to five. Number one is the easiest model 

and rank five is the most complex model. This ranking is just based on how a 

designer feels about the model’s complexity apart from its size. After setting this rank 

from a designer, of course, we could discuss models’ metrics and the reason for the 

high ranked models. This ranking from one to five was my own idea. I chose this 

ranking because it seemed the best way of knowing the designer’s feeling about the 

complexity of models.  

1.2. Aim 

The aim of this study is to define the best metrics and their threshold values (indicators) 

which are highly correlated with the models’ complexity in terms of the structural point of 

view of all models. Quick feedback to designers alongside following the trends of Trouble 

reports is the final goal in this project regarding the system’s quality at higher level. 

1.3. Questions 

To achieve the result, fundamental questions raised. Then, I tried to answer them in the 

different steps of the study: 

 Which metrics have been known for modeling phase? 

 Are those metrics applicable for the project or not? How? Which ones? Why? 

 What is the approach for collecting data? 

 Are selected metrics reliable?  

 What is the approach to make sure about their reliability? 

 Which metrics were more useful at the end? Why? 

 Which ones were not useful as expected? Why? 

 What are validity threats in the research? 
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2. Methodology 

To have useful metrics, looking into both qualitative and quantitative methods are important 

(Marchesi, 1998)  

There are two different approaches to start with. 

 Find a similar project inside or outside of Ericsson and look into its complexity 

metrics also its TRs and try to compare my current models metrics and a similar 

project, then come up with the final result. 

 Focus on only the models and start from scratch. It means collecting all applicable 

metrics then narrowing them down to promising complexity measurement metrics.  

I decided to focus on the second approach as data and all other information related to the 

similar project are not helpful for the modeling part we are using. They are using either 

different models or tools. Besides the project is a new project in its own category and going 

for the first step is not giving us the answers to the questions and consequently, not gaining 

the aim. 

In this study I have used both quantitative and qualitative data gathering and data analysis. 

As I don’t have TRs in this study I have chosen to do individual interviews with designers 

(10 designers) and ask designers to rank the models’ complexity to start data analysis based 

on first ranking for models. For data analysis, I did parametric methods by using a data 

analysis tool (SPSS) with some data mining methods to come up with two formulas for 

measuring the models’ complexity. For the Casewise diagnostic (see more in  5.1.1 ), I went 

through a second round of ranking. This time designers were free to discuss about ranking 

the models. I selected some models and asked them to rank them. I selected those models 

because of some contradictions between first time ranking and the results of those two 

formulas by data analysis. Reliability of the formulas has been done by doing three 

workshops and asking designers to qualify the results.  

A literature study to find correlated models’ complexity metrics was the first step in this 

study. Looking into different studies inside Ericsson, as well as published peer reviewed 

papers outside of Ericsson and match them with the existence models was the first step I took 

for making sure about all available metrics. Collecting metrics is not an easy task to do, since 

the metrics introduced in this field of study vary. Metrics’ collection should be done being 

aware of how the models in the study have been designed, and which tools and frameworks 

can be used for collecting the data. Consequently, I collected metrics which are applicable to 

the models’ complexity measurement; then I narrowed down the list of metrics. At that time I 

chose the tool for measuring the metrics which was ModelMet scripting. This script did not 

measure all metrics I had in my list. Therefore, I had to start modifying the script and 

implement all those metrics I had in my final list based on the study I had done. While 

collecting the metrics, I had understandability and maintainability in mind and tried to find 

the more related metrics to these factors. 
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In the interviews I was focusing on some important metrics from designer’s points of views, 

discussing how they feel about models and their complexity while exploring how they rank 

the models and why they chose those numbers. 

For data analysis I decided to use SPSS since the tool is suitable for the data analysis and 

methods I have chosen. I have investigated some other tools, such as SAS, but at the end 

SPSS was the best option due to its availability and usefulness. 

Reliability of the data came by the second round of ranking and workshops. 

Workshops were a turning point in the study since I could come up with finalization of the 

formula and predictors. 

During the study, I was completely flexible to add or eliminate metrics needed. From my 

point of view being strict on some special metrics is a validity threat to the study since I can 

lose one or more important metrics. This strategy allowed me to change the first formulas 

easily after the workshops. 

In all of these steps, I was consulting with the experts (Kristian Sandahl, Miroslaw Staron, 

and Filippa Ebersjö) in this field step by step to make sure about reliability of the methods 

and data collected. 
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3. Data collection 

3.1. Metrics in different studies 

As it described in the methodology section finalizing the formula for measuring the models’ 

complexity and introducing effective metrics brought in different steps. Each step uses some 

information from the previous steps. 

In the methodology section I have described the steps I took from first to the end for 

finalizing the models’ complexity formula. 

After collecting all model metrics which seem useful for this study I tried to narrow them 

down.  

For this aim, first I tried to categorize metrics in different classes, based on the similarity in 

their definition, measurement, connection to some other well-known metrics, and type of 

studies they have been used in.  

One important factor for narrowing down the metrics was if they are applicable to Ericsson’s 

way of modeling or not. If metrics are just useful in a specific modeling tool or being 

measured by a specific tool I tried to find similar metrics in other studies which are 

applicable to the project. 

I have also studied available tools for measuring models’ metrics. For the study, I was 

searching for a tool which can be compatible with Rose RT. Scripting was the best choice. 

For RSARTE modeling environment it is easy to implement a plug-in and measure the final 

metrics. 

In the coming sections I have summarized the model metrics which have been collected from 

different resources. At the end of all metrics collections I have investigated some tools for 

measurement. 

3.1.1. CK metrics 

CK (Chidamber & Kemerer, 1991) metrics have been used for measuring complexity in the 

design phase. Each metric has different aspects but understandability is one of the quality 

aspects that can be notice (Nandorf, 2008), therefore these metrics seem useful to us. 

CK metrics have been evaluated against seven software metrics criteria (Chidamber & 

Kemerer, 1991), it seems reasonable to focus on these metrics and find out if they are useful 

and applicable to the research. The CK metrics are in Table 1. 
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Table 1. CK metrics

 

Weyuker (1988) has defined some properties such as “interaction increases complexity” , 

“non-equivalent of interaction” or “monotonicity”. According to Weyuker study (1998) some 

of these metrics (CK metrics) can’t satisfy some of those properties. One example is 

“permutation is significant” or “interaction increases complexity” which are not satisfied 

with any of these metrics. Besides, RFC is not satisfying “non-equivalent of interaction” and 

DIT can’t satisfy “monotonicity” in the properties listed by Weyuker.   

On the other hand in the research by Nåls et al. (2007) gave some metrics to be considered, 

WMC and LCOM are common with CK metrics which means that we should not forget 

about these two metrics in the research.  

3.1.2. Mayer et al.’s metrics 

In (Mayer et al., 1999) CK metrics and Weyuker’s axioms have been discussed. Among 

these metrics just three metrics are available for UML diagrams: WMC, DIT, and NOC. 

(Genero et al., 2005) In Table 2 these metrics are listed. 

Metric Definition Why it is important?

WMC Weighted Methods per class More methods make model more difficult to be maintained

DIT Depth of Inheritance Tree
The deeper the class hierarchy, the more methods it is likely to 

inherit.

NOC Number of Children
If a class is inheriting methods from its parent class, it needs 

more testing of the methods in that class.

CBO Coupling between Objects
It is detrimental to have excessive coupling since it prevents 

reuse.

RFC Responsible For a Class
Large number of methods responsible for a message make it 

difficult to maintain and testing

LOCM Lack of Cohesion in Methods
Fewer disjoint means more similarity. Lack of cohesion 

probably needs to split a class.
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Table 2.Mayer et al.'s metrics

 

3.1.3. Li and Henry’s metrics 

Li and Henry (1993) (Nandorf, 2008) have introduced some metrics which can be seen in 

Table 3. These metrics are applicable to model measurement as well as being useful for 

understandability of the system. 

Metric Definition How to use it

MLOC Method Lines of Code 

Method lines of code will count and sum non-

blank and non-comment lines inside method 

bodies

VG McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity 

Counts the number of flows through a piece of 

code. Each time a branch occurs (if, for, while, 

do, case, catch and the ?: ternary operator, as 

well as the && and || conditional logic 

operators in expressions) this metric is 

incremented by one. Calculated for methods 

only. 

WMC Weighted Methods per Class 
Sum of the McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity for 

all methods in a class

NBD Nested Block Depth The maximum level of nesting per method.

LCOM* Lack of Cohesion of Methods

A measure for the Cohesiveness of a class. 

Calculated with the Henderson-Sellers method. 

If (m(A) is the number of methods accessing an 

attribute A, calculate the average of m(A) for all 

attributes, subtract the number of methods m 

and divide the result by (1-m). A low value 

indicates a cohesive class and a value close to 1 

indicates a lack of cohesion and suggests the 

class might better be split into a number 

(sub)classes. A drawback of this metric is that it 

penalizes the proper use of getters and setters 

as the only methods that directly access an 

attribute and the other methods using the 

getter/setter methods. You can control whether 

static fields and static methods should be 

considered in the calculation of LCOM*. (Carrillo 

et al. , 1996). (Henderson-Sellers, B., 1996).
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Table 3. Li and Henry’s metrics

 

WMC, LCOM, RFC, NOC, and DIT which are exactly in CK metrics are included in this 

research as well. These metrics are useful for measuring coupling and design model.  MPC is 

not mentioned by Genero et al. (2005) as a class metric. DAC does not fulfill the coupling 

and measures based on Brian et al. (1999) research. 

3.1.4. MOOD metrics 

Since the focus in this research is maintainability and understandability in MOOD metrics by 

Abreu et al.(1996) I list metrics related to these aspects based on (Nandorf, 2008) results in 

Table 4.  

Table 4. MOOD metrics 

 

On the other hand, based on (Genero et al., 2005) COF/CF can’t be considered as a metric 

which can be applied at class diagram level. According to Genero et al. (1998), PF can’t be a 

valid metric in a system without inheritance. Genero et al. (1998), claimed that this metrics 

does not fulfill Kitchenham’s (1995) framework. 

In research by Genero et al. (2005) a tool called MOODKIT has been suggested to be 

available for collecting metrics from source code in C++, Smalltalk, and Eiffel code but there 

has not been any suggestion for collecting data in models in this research. 

Metric name Definition

MPC

Message-Passing Coupling. Measures the number of send 

statements defined in a class. This is related to the complexity of 

message passing among classes.

DAC
Data Abstraction Coupling. Number of attributes in a class that have 

another class as their type.

NOM
Number of Local Methods. Measures the number of local methods in 

a class.

SIZE2
Measures the number of attributes + number of local methods in a 

class

Metric name Definition

MIF

Method Inheritance Factor. Measured as the quotient between the sum 

of inherited methods in all classes of the system and the total number 

of available methods for all classes

AIF

Attribute Inheritance Factor. Measured as the quotient between the 

sum of inherited attributes in all classes of the system and the total 

number of available attributes for all classes

POF / PF

Polymorphism Factor. Measured as the quotient between the actual 

number of possible different polymorphic situations and the maximum 

number of possible distinct polymorphic situations.

COF / CF
Coupling Factor. Measured as the actual coupling among classes in 

relation to the maximum number of possible couplings.
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3.1.5. Lorenz and Kidd’s metrics 

Lorenz and Kidd (1994) have worked mostly on C++ and Smalltalk language in design 

phase. According to Nandorf’s research (2008) I could list all useful metrics out of all Lorenz 

and Kidd’s metrics (1994) in Table 5. 

Table 5. Lorenz and Kidd's metrics 

 

In research by (Genero et al., 2005) they have not found any related work on Lorenz and 

Kidd’s metrics. There are some suggestions by Lorenz and Kidd based on applying metrics 

to five real projects. (Genero et al., 2005) 

3.1.6. Briand et al.’s metrics 

Briand et al. (1997) metrics are focusing mostly on coupling between class-attribute, class-

method, and method-method. At the end of research they have also compared them with CK 

metrics to make sure about their reliability. DIT, WMC, RFC are CK metrics. These metrics 

Metric name Definition

NPM

Number of Public Methods. Counts the number of public methods in a 

class. Helps when estimating the amount of work when developing a 

class.

NM
Number of Methods. Total number of methods in a class (public, 

private and protected).

NPV
Number of Public Variables. Counts the number of public variables in 

a class.

NV
Number of Variables per class. Total number of variables in a class 

(public, private and protected).

NCV
Number of Class Variables. Counts the total number of class variables 

in a class.

NCM
Number of Class Methods. Counts the total number of class methods 

in a class.

NMI
Number of Methods Inherited. Measures the number of methods 

inherited by a subclass.

NMO
Number of Methods Overridden. Measures the total number of 

overridden methods by a subclass.

NNA

Number of New Methods. Measures the total number of new 

methods in a subclass, methods that are not specified in any of its 

super classes.

APM
Average Parameters per Method. Defined as the Total Number of 

Parameters in Methods / Total Number of Methods.

SIX Specialization Index. Defined as (NMO*DIT)/NM.
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in the research by Briand et al. (1997) used for logistic regression analysis validation. 

OCAEC, ACMIC and OCMEC by El-Emam et al. (1999) were found to be associated with 

coupling in C++ models. In the table below you can see the list of metrics have been found 

useful for C++ models in research. 

The metrics distinguish among the class relationships, different types of interactions, and the 

locus of the impact of the interaction. The acronyms for the measures indicate what 

interactions are counted (Briand et al., 1997). Useful metrics and details about acronyms is 

shown Table 6. 

Table 6. Briand et al.'s metrics 

 

3.1.7. Marchesi’s metrics 

Marchesi (1998) introduced some metrics concerning UML class diagram and use case 

diagrams for model measurement, while in the research I am focusing more on state and 

structure diagrams. Marchesi’s metrics do not support sequence diagrams, collaboration 

diagrams, and activity diagrams since their metrics could be different from one requirement 

to another. In the table below Marchesi’s metrics which are useful for understandability 

(Nandorf, 2008) is listed. These metrics are listed in Table 7. These metrics have divided into 

three main categories, Packages (PK), Classes (CL), and System as whole (OA). (Marchesi, 

1998) (Nandorf, 2008) 

Metric name Definition

The metrics distinguish among the class relationships, different types of 

interactions, and the locus of the impact of the interaction.

The acronyms for the measures indicate what interactions are counted

The first letters indicates the type of the relationship

A: Coupling to ancestor classes

D: Coupling to descendants

F: Coupling to friend classes

IF: Invert friend coupling

O: Other

The next two letters indicate the type of interaction between classes c and 

d:

CA: There is a Class-Attribute interaction between classes c and d if c has an 

attribute of type d

CM: There is a Class-Method interaction between classes c and d if c has a 

method with a parameter type class d

MM: There is a Method-Method interaction between classes c and d if c has a 

method used as a parameter by a method in class d

IC: Import Coupling, the measure counts for a class c all interactions where c 

is using another class

EC: Export Coupling, count interactions where class d is the used class

OCAEC, ACMIC, OCMEC
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Table 7. Marchesi's metrics

 

On the other hand, Marchesi (1998) only applied these metrics in three systems developed in 

Smalltalk. 

3.1.8. Harrison et al.’s metrics 

Harrison et al. (1998) have suggested NAS (Number of associations) metrics in each class for 

measuring coupling. They have applied this metric to five systems developed in C++. They 

could not find any relation between class understandability and NAS metric. However, they 

found a relation between CBO by CK and NAS by their own research. 

3.1.9. Bansiya et al.’s metrics 

Metrics defined by Bansiya et al. (1999) mostly focus on properties like encapsulation, 

coupling, cohesion, composition and inheritance. I have listed some of those metrics focus on 

understandability by (Nandorf, 2008) and also related to class diagram by Genero et al. 

(2005) 

Table 8. Bansiya et al's metrics

 

Metric name Definition Related metrics

CL1
The weighted number of responsibilities of a class, both inherited and 

not
RCC,IRSC,NRCC

CL2 The weighted number of dependencies of a class NDC

CL3 Depth of inheritance tree DIT

CL4 Number of immediate subclasses of a given class NOC

CL5 Number of distinct classes depending on a given class NCC

PK1 The number of dependencies among classes belonging to a given package

PK2 The number of dependencies on server classes belonging to package

PK3 The average value of the PK1 metric

OA3 Average weighted number of responsibilities of the classes ARCC

OA4 Standard deviation of weighted number of responsibilities SDRCC

OA5 The average of the number of direct dependencies of classes.

OA7
Percentage of inherited responsibilities with respect to the total number 

of responsibilities
MIF,AIF

Metric name Definition

DAM
Data Access Metric. The ratio of the number of private (protected) attributes to the total 

number of attributes declared in the class

DCC
Direct Class Coupling. A count of the different number of classes that a class is directly related 

to

CAMC
Cohesion Among Methods of Class. Computes the relatedness among methods of a class based 

upon the parameter list of methods

MFA
Measure of Functional Abstraction. The ratio of the number of methods inherited by a class to 

the total number of methods accessible by member methods of the class

ANA
Average Number of Ancestor. The number of classes along all paths from the “root” class(es) to 

all classes in an inheritance structure

NOP Number of Polymorphic methods
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In the above table you can see that DAM, DCC, CAMC, and MFA are related to 

encapsulation, coupling, cohesion, composition and inheritance in order. CAMC is correlated 

to LCOM by CK and authors claimed that CAMC greater than 0.35 indicates classes are 

reasonably cohesive. 

There are some derived metrics by QMOOD which has been made by Bansiya’s metrics. 

NOM is a derived metric related to complexity. 

3.1.10. Genero et al.’s metrics 

Genero et al. (2005) believe that class diagrams contribute to the quality of object oriented 

software. They have tried to find metrics as complete as possible related to structural 

properties of class diagrams. They mostly looked into aggregation, association, 

generalization and dependencies. 

They have characterized their metrics by ratio scale. They used theoretical validation using 

the framework’s Briand et al.’ (1996), and came with the list of metrics. (Table 9) 

Table 9. Genero et al.'s metrics validation and characterizing

 

It seems reasonable to focus on complexity metrics by this research. In Table 10 you can see 

the metrics introduced by Genero et al.(2005) 

Table 10. Complexity metrics by Genero et al. 

 

In their research they concluded that NAssoc and NDep don’t seem to be related with 

maintenance time. 

3.1.11. SDMertics 

Size Complexity Length coupling

Class Diagram- 

Scope metrics
NAggH, NGenH 

NAssoc,NDep, 

NAgg, NGen
MaxHAgg,MaxDIT

Class Scope 

metrics
NDP, NP, NW HAgg NAssocC, NDepIN, NDepOUT

Metric name Definition

NAssoc

The Number of Association metric is defined as the total number of 

associations within a class diagram. This is a  generalization of the NAS 

(Number of Associations) metric to the class diagram level

NDep
The Number of Dependencies metric is defined as the total number of 

dependency relationships within a class diagram.

NAgg

The Number of Aggregation metric is defined as the total number of 

aggregation relationships within a class diagram (each whole part pair in 

an aggregation relationship).

Ngen

The Number of Generalization metric is defined as the total number of 

generalization relationships within a class diagram (each parent-child pair 

in a generalization relationship).
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SDMetrics (SDMetrics - Overview of UML design measurement features, 2011) cover data 

collected from class, package, object, composition structure diagrams, communication and 

sequence diagrams, state chart and activity diagrams, as well as use case, deployment, and 

component diagrams. These metrics have been divided into nine parts. Each metric is 

associated with a category to such as size, inheritance, coupling, complexity, diagram, etc. 

In Table 11 I have collected metrics belonging to the complexity category. 

Table 11. Complexity SDMetrics

 

3.1.12. ModelMet 

Metric Type Definition

Connectors Class metric The number of connectors owned by the class

MsgSelf Class metric
The number of messages sent to instances of 

the same class.

R package metrics
The number of relationships between classes 

and interfaces in the package.

MsgSent_within package metrics
The number of messages sent between 

classifier instances of classes in the package.

Trans Statemachine metrics The number of transitions in the state machine

TEffects Statemachine metrics
The number of transitions with an effect in the 

state machine

TGuard Statemachine metrics
The number of transitions with a guard in the 

state machine.

TTrigger Statemachine metrics
The number of triggers of the transitions of the 

state machine

CC Statemachine metrics
The cyclomatic complexity of the state-

transition graph.

ControlFlows Activity metrics The number of control flows of the activity.

ObjectFlows Activity metrics The number of object flows of the activity

Guards Activity metrics
The number of guards defined on object and 

control flows of the activity

ExcHandlers Activity metrics
The number of exception handlers of the 

activity

Connectors Component metrics
The number of connectors owned by the 

component
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Table 12. ModelMet metrics

 

In Table 12 list of metrics that can be measured by ModelMet script is listed. This script 

developed by PM&T department at Ericsson and used for measuring metrics for some studies 

inside Ericsson. Collecting some metrics on models in Rose RT can be done by using the 

ModelMet Script. This script was not automated at Ericsson in the beginning of the study. 

Measuring models’ metrics took many hours for all models and it was a time consuming 

process. Hence, making this process automated was an efficient step at the end of the study. 

3.1.13. Squire metrics 

Squire metrics have been defined in the list below by a research in Ericsson (Nåls et al., 

2007) 

Type Metric name Description

Size Level
Depth in the package hierarchy. The root package 

has level 1.

Size ModelElements
Sum of the number of protocols, capsules and 

classes. Used as metric size.

Size Size Same as ModelElements.

Size Capsules
Number of capsules in a package, including 

capsules in subpackages. 

Size Ports
Number of ports in a package, including ports in 

subpackages.

Size Protocol
Number of protocol in a package, including 

protocol in subpackages.

Size Signals
Number of signals in a package, including signals 

in subpackages.

Size Classes
Number of classes in a package, including classes 

in subpackages.

Size States
Number of states in state charts, including states 

in subpackages.

Size Transitions
Number of transitions in state charts, including 

transitions in subpackages.

Change Opechgdens
Operator change density, number of new and 

modified operators divided by size of package.

Change Sigchgdens
Signal change density, number of new and 

modified signals divided by size of package.

Change Attrchgdens
Attribute change density, number of new and 

modified attributes divided by size of package.

Complexity McCabe
McCabe cyclomatic complexity. Number of 

transitions minus number of states in package. 

Combined Ocdtcc
Operator change density time (McCabe) 

cyclomatic complexity.

Combined Por_p_sig Number of ports divided by number of signals.

Combined Tra_p_sta
Number of transitions divided by number of 

states.
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Table 13. Squire metrics

 

3.2. Available tools for measurement 

CLISP, RRT-SWQ, ParseRT, RTMA, and ModelMet were the options for measuring 

models’ metrics. 

ModelMet (Scripting) has been used at Ericsson on some other projects and have been 

successfully used to measure metrics. Modifying it based on what I need is easy to do. It is 

also easy to use. Merging the data also is easy if there are more models. 

On the other hand, the script should work correctly in RSARTE since all models are being 

migrated.  ModelMet script doesn’t work in RSARTE. I have to make a special own plug-in 

which is not related to the script I am using in Rose RT. Writing a plug-in in RSARTE is not 

difficult as this tool is Eclipse based. 

There is another embedded menu measurement script called Rose RT Model Metrics 

Analyzer (RTMA).  

In RTMA capsule replication, port replication, capsule containment depth, state containment 

depth, state machine complexity (number of port instances, number of states, and number of 

transitions) and some more metrics for model refinement, model size, code size, can be 

measured. In Figure 4, a frame of RTMA is shown. 

Metric name Indicates Threshold value

Ratio choice 

points/states

Flag jungle[Javanainen, .Improving the software with 

formal restructuring methods., University of Turku, 2006] 1

Visual cyclomatic 

complexity Low abstraction and cohesion 100

Size: (ports, 

operations, attributes, 

states, choice points, 

transitions) Large capsule 300

Method and transition 

lines of code Low abstraction and cohesion 80

Method and transition 

cyclomatic complexity Low abstraction and cohesion 10

Choice point lines of 

code Low abstraction and cohesion. Flag jungle 20

Choice point 

cyclomatic complexity Low abstraction and cohesion. Flag jungle 5

Entry/exit actions 

(warning) Entry/exit may be misused, check! 0

Defer/recall (warning) Defer, recall may be misused, check 0
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Figure 4. RTMA 

I used the script inside the RTMA and merged some parts of it with ModelMet script; i.e. I 

used LOC measurement in RTMA and implemented this metrics inside ModelMet Script to 

be able to count LOC also. I also studied the standard documentation provided by Rational 

Rose to get more ideas about scripting and metrics definitions based on the specific research 

and tried to map those definitions with the existence models. 

3.3. Candidate metrics 

The candidate metrics have been collected by the literature reviews. I narrowed down metrics 

into useful, applicable metrics. In addition, the tool for measuring the metrics was ModelMet 

which already measuring some metrics. I compared those metrics with what I listed by the 

literature reviews. I realized there are some metrics which were not in the list of ModelMet 

metrics. I listed those metrics and their definitions and asked about those in the interviews 

and if it is possible to measure them in the current models. I also had to make sure if it is 

possible to measure those metrics by scripting in Rose RT; i.e. it was not possible to measure 

derived signals by methods in Rose RT I counted them manually. It took four working days 

to count all. 

By doing the interviews I realized metrics can be narrowed down and it is possible to 

eliminate some metrics as they are not noticeable issues in the study. 

As I described in previous section Rose RT generates C++ codes. Some of collected metrics 

by literature review seemed not useful as they were not related to C++. In addition some 

other metrics were not related to models designed in the logical view by Rose RT. My study 

was on models’ structures rather than code or component views. As a result, I had to 

eliminate some metrics and narrow down the list of all metrics. 
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I decided to start with ModelMet scripts. But this was the starting step. In this script, even if 

the list of metrics were close to what I needed, I had to add more metrics to them to be able 

covering almost all listed metrics. Therefore, I had to modify the script. There were some 

metrics seemed useful to measure them. In the Table 14 you can see the list of metrics that I 

decided to add to ModelMet script. But before adding them to ModelMet I asked about these 

metrics in the interviews. 

Table 14. First added metrics to ModelMet metrics

 

3.3.1. Implementing the final metrics 

Even if the study was on specific models at specific project, LTE, I tried to collect all metrics 

at first. I collected all metrics from other research studies, as well as, investigating on 

different tools for measuring metrics. For measuring all listed metrics I proposed two 

solutions: 

 Find a tool which covers all metrics and is compatible with Rose RT and RSARTE to 

collect data 

 Write the scripts and change scripts, have an add-in in Rose RT and write a new 

Eclipse plug-in for the models in RSARTE 

After doing research and contacting expert specialists in the model metrics the first solution 

eliminated; because there is no available tool which can cover all the metrics measurement; 

e.g. SDMetric sometime acts not normal for collecting data on nested states (according to an 

expert in model measurement recommendation). 

The second approach, even if it is time and effort consuming, is the selected approach. 

One solution for finding important metrics was finding different versions of refactored 

complex models, and then comparing models’ metrics in different versions. But after 

Suggestion metric Comes from

Number of derived signals Kristian and Mattias research (Sandahl et al.,2007 )

Number of instance capsules performance problem, CK

Number of instance classes per capsules CK

LOC in methods CK

Number of triggers per transitions

Number of parameters per operation List by user

Number of loops, switch cases, if else in classes List by user

Number of methods WMC in CK and NM in Lorenz and Kidd

Number of messages (signals or transitions or triggers) per methods RFC in CK

Number of classes per capsules CBO and LCOM in CK

Number of capsules per packages CBO and LCOM in CK

Number of methods per class OCMEC in Briand et al.

Number of triggers or transitions or signals per class MPC in Li and Henry

Number of common attributes per classes NOM in Li and Henry, OCAEC in Briand et al.

Number of (attributes + local methods) per class Size2 in Li and Henry

Number of inheritance attributes AIF in MOOD, OA7 in Marchesi

Number of public methods NPM in Lorenz and Kidd

Number of dependent relations per class or capsule NDEP in Genero et al.

Choice point per states Squire metrics

Method and transition lines of codes Squire metrics

Choice points lines of code Squire metrics
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investigating on finding those models, I realized that it is not easy to find those models in that 

project. Hence, the best solution was just asking designers about models’ complexity and 

metrics which are making those models complex.  

3.3.2. Implementing two more metrics 

There have been some other metrics in the list of the metrics. 

Best predictor metrics in research by Sandahl et al (2007) have been listed as ports per 

signals (por-p-sig) and ocdtcc (operator change density time cyclomatic complexity- 

SigFFMcCabe) which has been the best predictor by Ohlson (1998). In their research they 

have suggested to measure derived signals as well as signals for each package. I tried to 

count the derived signals. Study on Rose RT scripting documentations showed that there is 

no method available to measure this metric. But because I didn’t want to lose the data, I 

collected the data manually for derived signals on all current models. 

For the first selection of metrics one approach is to choose well known metrics which have 

been done by different authors in some similar projects. 

Moreover, I looked into McCabe complexity formula and tried to extend it on the models. I 

believed that state levels and internal capsules were paths in the models. Therefore, I 

converted McCabe complexity to a new formula called M5. I found the correlation of the 

new formula with the results I got in the interviews (Appendix B) and explored the 

correlation between this new formula and rank. I have not used this metrics for the final 

metric as it includes more than three metrics. Surprisingly the correlation of M5 with ranks 

was high, therefore working on this metric is recommended for future study. 

However, I decided to put this metric as one of the input metrics. 

McCabe complexity formula in most of model measurement has been changed in these two 

ways: 

M1 = NT- NS - NC +2 

or 

M2= NT - NS +2 

Where NT is number of transitions, NS is number of states and NC can be seen as number of 

choice points. In this research we converted the formula and assumed that state levels could 

be considered as path levels. As a result converted McCabe formula is  

M5 = NT - NS - NC + 2 (State levels+ Internal Capsules) 

After finding the correlation between M1 -which seems a complete McCabe formula- and 

M5 -the converted formula- I came up with: 
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Figure 5. correlation between M5 and M1 

This shows that M1 and M5 are close. Now considering what correlation between M5 and 

M1 with the complexity rank is, I came up with the correlation table below: 

Table 15. Pearson correlation between M5 and M1

 

As you can see -comparing M1 and M5- rank is more correlated to M5 rather than M1. So, I 

put M5 as another predictor metric. 

3.4. Interviews 

3.4.1. First round of ranking 

I did 10 interviews. All interviews were face-to-face interviews. I sent the questions also the 

definition of the complexity, to designers via email in advance. The location was Ericsson 

and participants were mainly team leaders and specialists, designers for modeling in LTE 

project at Ericsson. 

Beside all questions about what is their definition of a complex model and how they interpret 

the models’ complexity, I also asked about metrics and reasons which seem from their point 

of views making the models more complex. I even was asking about the tools limitations and 

their feeling about modeling tool (Rose RT). I realized that sometimes when a designer call a 

model complex it is not because the model itself, but it is because of the tool’s limitation or 

M1 M5 rank

Pearson Correlation .620** .645** 1

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0

N 58 58 58

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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because some designers were not familiar with modeling as they were working more on 

coding rather than just modeling. 

Along all surveys I came up with the list of models ranked by designers. Ranking was rating 

based. It was from one to five where one was the easiest model and five is the complex 

model. Sometimes, Interviewees gave different ranks for the same package. If ranks were 

close to each other I used the average of all ranks for a specific model, otherwise if ranks 

were far from each other I skipped rank the model and put the model’s name in a list to 

investigate more on it later. But, I couldn’t find any specific model which was ranked very 

differently by different designers in the interviews. 

In the interviews, I asked participants to sort important metrics respecting models’ 

complexity and categorize those metrics. There were ten metrics which they had to sort them 

according to their impacts on models’ complexity. I asked them to sort 10 metrics; at the end 

by calculating the average of these metrics I came up with the following list: Transitions, 

choice points, ports, signals, passing messages, instance capsules, operations, protocols, 

attributes, global variables. 

In one question the interviewees after designers ranked complex models and list them, I 

asked them to mention metrics which can make those models complex. Almost all of them 

mentioned metrics such as Number of inner states, number of inner capsules, LOC in 

transitions, number of choice points, number of operations and LOC in data classes. Here is 

the list of high ranked models and the important metrics inside them according to the 

interviews (Table 16). 
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Table 16. Units with Rank 4 and 5 by designers

 

3.4.2. Second round of ranking 

There were some contradictions between the results by statistics and the first time ranking by 

designers. Hence, I decided to go for the second round of ranking. In this step I listed specific 

models and selected designers who are aware of those models and asked them to rank those 

models. I didn’t ask detailed questions such as which metrics are important or what is the 

limitation of the modeling tool. Designers didn’t see any previous ranks; they also didn’t 

know about the predicted values. They just give the rank one to five to those models. One 

was the easiest model and five the complex one. 

Designers’ feeling toward the complexity of the model was very important in this step. 

Because it made me to know the predicted values are correct based on the second round of 

ranking. Actually, the reliability of the statistics and interviews’ result cleared more. In this 

step I could see some contradictions between first time ranking, my results, and the second 

round of ranking. I could compare ranks for a model and look more into the model’s metrics. 

I found out some mistakes by designers for the first time ranking and make a list out of all 

models to discuss about those in the next step with other designers and even the same 

designer. It made it clear for me that even if there were some mistakes by designers for the 

first time ranking for some models, the rest of models have same ranks in all steps which 

showed that designers knew their models and their feeling about the models’ complexity are 

as same as the statistics’ ranking and also the second round of ranking.  

Name Average rank by designers reasons by interviews

SWU1 5 inner capsules,inheritance

SWU2 5 inner state machines

SWU3 5 data classes and normal classes

SWU4 5 data collection

SWU5 5 inner capsules, states,

SWU6 5 choice points

SWU7 5 handling different Ips, functinality have not understood

SWU8 4 choice points, signals, states

SWU9 4 signals

SWU10 4 signals, choice points,interface,

SWU11 4

SWU12 4 states,

SWU13 4

SWU14 4 choice points,signals,states

SWU15 4 signals, states, choice points

SWU16 4

SWU17 4 signals

SWU18 4 states,

SWU19 4 data, sigperprotocol, passive data

SWU20 4

SWU21 4 state, operation and attributes

SWU22 3 transitions
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4. Data analysis 

Until this step, I collected useful metrics and did some interviews. Interviews helped me to 

narrow down the long list of metrics. Besides, ranked models by designers were the 

preliminary values for models’ complexity. The only tool which was useful to measure 

models’ metrics and collect is ModelMet and I changed the script to be able to collect all 

metrics I listed in previous steps. 

During the scripting over the models I realized there were two ways of looking into some 

metrics and their definitions. The value of the metric depends on what is the definition of the 

metric. i.e. I could find two ways for counting number of transitions or number of signals. 

Transitions in RTMA scripts are counted as all incoming, outgoing, entry, exit transitions 

while in ModelMet script this counting is focusing on incoming and outgoing. Exit and entry 

counting for transitions are already inside the incoming and outgoing and are not affecting 

the models’ complexity. As a result, I decided to match the counting methods with how the 

designers are defining them and if they confirm these metrics are making models complex or 

not. i.e. their definition of number of transitions never included entry and exit transitions and 

they just defined the transitions as incoming and outgoing transitions. 

Data has been collected in the “.csv” file after running the script on all software packages. 

SPSS was the selected tool for analyzing data collected in the excel file.  

Factor analysis, Principal component analysis, Linear regression (Stepwise and Forward), 

and statistics such as model fit, Descriptive, part and partial correlation have been chosen as 

the methods and statistics on the data through the data analysis. 

By using SPSS, and try Linear Regression on models for predicted complexity ranks, based 

on the preliminary ranked by designers in interviews, I could find an equation to measure 

models’ complexity. To fit a predictive model to an observed data by interviews model fit on 

Linear Regression used. Descriptive method gave some summaries of measurement with 

some graphic analysis to data. Correlation between rank and other metrics inside in the 

Linear Regression equation, considering residuals, and errors, was possible by using part and 

partial correlation.  

4.1. Factor Analysis 

By factor analysis Principle Component Analysis (PCA) I was able to categorize correlated 

metrics into some groups. These groups were non-correlated groups where each group is 

called a component. PCA helped me to know which metrics could be correlated to other 

metrics and also I could see how to define the best predictors in a component. By this 

categorization I could see if I would come up with the same metrics by the category that 

designers have been mentioned in the interviews or not. If one of those groups were much 

close to what designers gave in the interviews (they sorted some metrics and also mentioned 

the effective metrics on high ranked models, see  3.4.1) it meant that category should be 

investigated more. 
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In the Table 17 you can see the rotated matrix. Important metrics in each column are the high 

values. I will focus mostly on these metrics for the selection metrics in the next section for 

linear regression analysis. 

Table 17. PCA on all metrics

 

For each case and each component, the component score is computed by multiplying the 

case's standardized variable values (computed using listwise deletion) with the component's 

score coefficients. The resulting three component score variables are representative of, and 

can be used in place of, all original variables with only a 13% loss of information. 

On the other hand I had the list of metrics by interviews and could compare those metrics in 

the new categories with each other. 

The result was promising which shows that designers’ feeling about the complexity is 

matching what SPSS is suggesting in the analysis. First four categories could give the most 

important metrics by looking into their values. These metrics are very close to what designers 

mentioned in the interviews. 

Comparing designers’ metrics with the metrics in the first component is quite similar to what 

designers have mentioned in the survey. 

metric 1 2 3 4

Signals2 0.231419 0.355198 0.856286 0.03036

Internal Capsules -0.05734 0.755283 0.200723 0.023148

Capsules 0.047752 0.876136 0.056081 0.236885

Ports 0.318669 0.567266 0.689149 0.138602

Protocols 0.187429 0.909274 -0.03241 0.06678

Signals 0.2556 0.835324 -0.11354 0.076724

Classes 0.070264 0.143916 0.070058 0.879603

States 0.789916 0.508694 0.255269 0.074376

Trans's 0.745533 0.525215 0.208115 0.231085

Choice points 0.882611 0.299752 0.154634 0.134766

Ports/Cap 0.466042 -0.05338 0.84731 -0.00906

States/Capsule 0.872703 -0.11763 0.379645 -0.10513

Signal/Capsule 0.311706 -0.07334 0.878496 -0.07929

Transitions/Capsule 0.887546 -0.1137 0.335481 0.088758

Transitions/State 0.101761 -0.032 0.052133 0.583402

Attr 0.504053 0.466944 0.243633 0.382225

Op 0.25456 0.076209 0.06929 0.784423

StateLevels 0.889199 0.233939 0.203353 0.037045

CapsuleCode/Capsules 0.321456 -0.24724 0.447844 0.235878

ClassCode/Classes 0.244397 -0.20529 0.186822 -0.56825

Signal/Protocol -0.03 -0.03423 0.296479 -0.06628

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

 Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
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Table 18 - Comparison between designers' metrics and PCA analysis

 

By looking at the Table 18 you can see designers’ metrics which is one category for statistic 

and PCA metrics; this also can be another category to focus on. For finding out about other 

categories sometimes I had to look at metrics’ correlation matrix. 

“Passing messages” means transitions and signals between different elements, no matter if 

they are per capsules or states. They had just ten metrics to sort. In that list they didn’t have 

detailed metrics such as transitions per states, or signals per capsules. Those metrics they 

were sorting was metrics that it was listed and if in Table 18 there is some metrics such as 

passing messages, or transitions it doesn’t mean that it is not match with signals per capsules 

or transitions per capsules. 

4.2. Linear Regression 

By linear regression analysis I came up with the result for the predictors and can predict the 

rank for the rest of the packages (that have not been ranked by designers in the interviews). 

Rank is a dependent variable which has been valued by designers. But what can I use as 

independent variables which actually are the predictors? 

By looking at P-Plot (Figure 6 - 9) of regression standardized residual I could see observed 

values and compared how they were spreading around the line. In all linear regression I went 

for stepwise method to get excluded and best metrics among all independent variables. 

Testing the acceptability of the models from statistical perspective was done by investigating 

the ANOVA table. Published variation as the significance by F -less than 0.05- made it 

reliable. I went through model summary table to make sure about the strength of the 

relationship between the model and the dependent variable. 

Comparing different predicted values and finding the correlation between them with ranks, is 

another step leading me to decide about predictors. (Table 19 Table 22) In all coefficient 

tables rank is the dependent variable. 

At the end I came up with four different groups to focus on.  These groups contain different 

metrics in each. First group contains all metrics, second group is called M5. Third group is 

called designers’ metrics which contains those metrics they have mentioned in the 

interviews. Another group which I named it PCA group, includes high value metrics inside 

one category. 

PCA Factor Analysis Designer’s metric ranking

Choice points Transitions

States/Capsule Choice points

Transitions/Capsule Ports

State levels Signals

Capsules Passing messages

Protocols Operations

Signals/Capsule Protocols
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In the coming subsections I have put coefficient tables (Table 19 Table 22) for each group to 

show the reader their inceptions, coefficient correlation, standard error, sigma, etc. 

4.2.1. Linear regression on all metrics 

Table 19. Coefficient table for all metrics

 

                                                          

             

4.2.2. Linear regression on M5 

M5 is a converted McCabe formula which you can see its definition in  3.3.2 . 

Table 20. Coefficient table for M5

 

                   

4.2.3. Linear regression on user’s metrics 

Table 21. Coefficient table for designers' metrics

 

                                                  

4.2.4. Linear regression on PCA metrics 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients

Standardized 

Coefficients
t Sig.

B Std. Error Beta

(Constant) 0.476 0.323 1.476 0.146

Transitions/State 0.328 0.07 0.434 4.713 0

Internal Capsules 0.536 0.116 0.429 4.617 0

StateLevels 0.161 0.03 0.476 5.319 0

Unstandardized 

Coefficients

Standardized 

Coefficients

B Beta

(Constant) 2.036 0.185 11.018 0

M5 0.016 0.003 0.645 6.31 0

Std. Error

t Sig.

Unstandardized 

Coefficients

Standardized 

Coefficients

B Beta

(Constant) 1.579 0.312 5.062 0

Trans's 0.01 0.002 0.564 5.397 0

Transitions/State 0.176 0.079 0.232 2.226 0.03

Std. Error

t Sig.
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Table 22. Coefficient table for PCA metrics

 

                                        

4.3. Best predictors 

Even if it was enough to look at P-P Plot of predicted metrics (Figure 6 - 9Figure 7) I 

investigated all other parameters to select the best predictors. To make it comprehensive I 

have put the P-P plot of predictors for above four groups. However I normalized the data and 

made a histogram diagram to make sure about the decision. 

 

 
Figure 6. All metrics 

 

 

 
Figure 7.Designers' metrics 

 
Figure 8. M5  

 
Figure 9. PCA's metrics  

  

Unstandardized 

Coefficients

Standardized 

Coefficients

B Beta

(Constant) 1.37 0.276 4.962 0

StateLevels 0.172 0.035 0.511 4.89 0

Capsules 0.402 0.131 0.319 3.06 0.003

Std. Error

t Sig.
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5. Evaluation of first predictors 

After analyzing data and generating some formulas for predicted values I had to make sure 

about the predicted values. There are different approaches to make sure about the reliability 

of the result in different studies. As the data collection, apart from literature reviews, was 

interview based, I decided to hold three workshops to make sure about the reliability of the 

output. 

5.1. Workshop 

Totally we had three workshops (face-to-face) at Ericsson, mostly with specialist and team 

leaders in each team. In each workshop there were three designers in average, an observer 

(me), and an interviewer (Filippa Ebersjö – LTE modeling team leader and supervisor of this 

thesis). Each workshop took around one and half hour in average. Recording voices and 

writing notes were the method I chose in the workshops. 

In each workshop’s team, there were two categories of designers, some of them had 

participated in the interviews and some others had not participated in ranking models before. 

The workshops started with asking participants to rank models which I had highlighted them 

among all models. These models came by the data analysis I had done in previous sections. 

These models were mostly models that had a big difference between first time ranking and 

predicted values for the complexity rank or those models had ranked with different designers 

in interviews or second round of ranking completely different. 

Until this stage as you can see in the previous section there were two categories for 

promising predicted values. These values are coming based on two different formulas which 

had found by SPSS. As a result, I had two columns for predicted values, two formulas, and 

two columns for ranked models by designers. Besides, all metrics’ value for models were 

available and if a designer asked for a metrics value in a model, it was possible to look into 

numbers for metrics. 

During the workshops I went through the following steps: 

 Step one: selecting some models for each team and asking designers to rank them 

individually. 

 Step two: compare their ranks and find the average if their ranks are not far away 

from each other. Otherwise, highlight them to discuss those packages. 

 Step three: compare their average, first rank, second rank, and predicted values. In 

this step if the differences between those values were more than 1.5, I pointed related 

model and discussed those values and the model’s metrics. This called Casewise 

diagnostic. More detail on Casewise diagnostic can be found in  5.1.1 and appendix C. 

 Step four: show the ranked models and predicted values and discuss big differences. 

Ask designers how much they agree on predicted values and ask which predicted 

values seem more promising and why. 

 Step five: show the formulas and asking their idea about metrics in the formula. 
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The results were interesting. They agreed on predicted values but doubt about metrics inside 

the formulas. 

All designers agreed on the user’s predicted values. However, when the formulas were 

showed, they didn’t feel the predictors were those they were expecting; and they thought 

there are other metrics that were more important to predict models’ complexity. For example, 

designers believed that inner state instead of number of states per level should be in the 

formula.  

The designers also pointed out some models which were given high ranks but were simple 

and not complex at all. Those special models had high values for some metrics inside them 

but did not seem complex at all. Some of those models had ranked in the interviews high 

also. But, in the workshops all designers agreed on low rank for those models; rank number 

one. In these models were inherited models which I call them “Proxy” models. Proxy models 

have high values for some metrics, as they are inherited from other models, but their 

functionality was simple for all designers.  In all three workshops designers agreed on 

making a new category for Proxy models with rank one. But why some designers gave high 

ranks for Proxy models in the interview? I went to one of them who gave rank four and three 

and asked about this, she said at that time she didn’t know about the models’ functionality as 

she knows now. She admitted the complexity is low for Proxy models. 

In the workshops, when designers started to discuss state machines inside capsules, designers 

mentioned that inside some capsules, there are attributes which acts as state machine while 

they should just count as attributes. This was their own creation in Rose RT and there were 

no ways of counting these attributes expect knows completely about the model itself and its 

document and functionality. Even in Rose RT, it is not possible to count those metrics by 

scripting except I had to go in all models one by one and ask designers if there is any type of 

attributes in that model. This was not possible due to time limitation and also designers in the 

workshops claimed that this is not a main issue for having a complex model. 

5.1.1. Casewise diagnostic 

In the Casewise diagnostic I discussed metrics which predicted values were far from the 

expected. A value difference of more than 1.5 was considered and discussed with designers. 

One example is Proxy models ( 5.1). These models had ranked three or sometimes four in the 

interviews and by predicted values the number was two or one. This difference was big. This 

group was one of groups to discuss and investigate on.  

When after workshop for curiosity and clarifying I found who had given the high ranks to 

Proxy models and ask one of the designers. Reasonable answer which was expected also 

was: “I didn’t know about the functionality of these models at that time. I was just looking 

how many elements are inside those models and they seemed complex for me.” 

 There were another special model which didn’t include any capsule; as a result no data could 

gather out of it. I put that model out of the category of analysis also as it was an exception. 
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I also realized that the number of self-transitions in models is not making the models 

complex and I should change the script to calculate non-self-transitions per package. 

Designers claimed that number of self-transitions is not making the models complex. 

5.1.2. Finalizing metrics 

After collecting data and analyzing workshops’ discussions I decided to make a new category 

for metrics. This new category was mainly focus on what designers were focusing on them 

on the workshops. I also realized that I have to start modify the scrip again; i.e. finding 

number of non-self-transitions out of all transitions for each package.  

After running the new script on all models I removed all Proxy models. There was one model 

which was behaving completely different from the rest of models since it didn’t have any 

capsules inside a package with 23 classes. I removed that model as well to have a 

monotonous input data for analysis. 

By doing Linear regression (Stepwise), considering probability-of-F-to-enter <= .050, and 

probability-of-F-to-remove>=100; I came up with the final formula. The dependent variable 

was rank and independent variables were new category with metrics collected in the 

workshops. Table 23 shows the coefficient table for the new data analysis on new category of 

metrics. 

Table 23. Coefficient table for workshops' metrics

 

Rank = 1.22 + 0.007×Non Self Transitions + 0.17×Transitions/States + 0.25 × State Depth 

5.2. Best predictors 

By looking at the histogram you can see (Figure 10, Figure 11) how promising the predicted 

values are to models. Casewise diagnostic has also been done to know about the residual 

differences in models.  

Standardized Coefficients

Beta

(Constant) 1.220106 0.273294 4.464445 4.13E-05

NonSelfTrs 0.00703 0.001789 0.469993 3.928854 0.000244

Transitions/State 0.16658 0.050026 0.283326 3.329897 0.001571

State Depth 0.254981 0.102186 0.296194 2.495258 0.015675

t Sig.Std. ErrorUnstandardized Coefficients
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Figure 10. Regression s tandardized residual 

 

Figure 11. Normal P-P plot of regression standardized residual  

There is also P-P plot to investigate; state depth, non-self-transitions and transitions per states 

as predictors are the final metrics. 

Predicted values are not only close to previous designers’ metrics predicted values but also 

closer to all surveys. Another positive point is that predicted values don’t even need to be 

normalized to come inside the range of 1 to 5. 

5.3. Threshold values 

When I was trying to find out threshold values in the workshops and interviews, designers 

had the same idea about some metrics such as state depths, state levels, number of transitions 

per states, and capsule depth. When talking about number of transitions they pointed out 

some self-transitions which can be high without necessarily making a model complex. Here 

you can see the threshold values for first category of metrics: 

 States per level: 10 
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 Inner capsules: 2-3 

 Inner states: 3 

 Transition per states: some groups said 3-4 and there was a group that divided it into 

two parts: If states are in the middle level or in the top level. For the top level they 

mentioned 3-4 transitions per states and for the middle level they pointed 5 transitions 

per states. 

None of the groups gave any threshold value for the number of transitions; as transitions can 

be of several different kinds, e.g. self-transitions which change or do not change the behavior 

of the state or non-self-transitions. 

5.4. Threshold values for final metrics 

Table 24.Threshold values for predictors  

 

In this table you can see the threshold values for each metric. Indicator for non-self-

transitions has not been defined by designers during the workshop. This metrics has been 

included in transitions per state somehow. Even though it is easy to calculate the threshold 

value for this metric I didn’t give any value for this metric as the threshold value is not just 

coming based on the formula only and it depends on the functionality of the package. 

There are two different threshold values for transitions per state depending on the state depth. 

If the state level is in the middle, the threshold value can increase by one compared to states 

which are on the top level.  

Three has been suggested for state depth’s threshold value. This number has been suggested 

in the interviews by all designers. 

5.5. High ranked models 

Data analysis reported: 

 4 models out of 68 have rank 5. 

 4 models out of 68 have rank 4. 

 25 models out of 68 have rank 3. 

 The rest are less than 3. 

 All 39 proxy models have rank 1 and eliminated in the last data analysis. 

Among all high ranked models, I could find one model which behaved completely different. 

This means that number of transitions per states for this model were far from the threshold 

value and also the average of the values for this metric. In this situation designers can look 

into the model and find out if they have done mistakes or if this different behavior is coming 

Metric name Description

NonSelfTransitions Number of non-self-transitions

Middle level state Top level state

4 - 5 3 - 4

State Depth Maximum depth of states in a package 3

Threshold value

?

Transitions/State (self transitions + non-self transitions)/ state
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from a special specification and functionality. I asked designers to explain the problem and 

they approved that the functionality of this model is different from the other models and that 

is normal. As a result, whenever a designer gets the high rank for the complexity, it doesn’t 

necessarily mean that the model is complex. Designers have to start discussing on the 

functionality of the model and then decide if restructuring and refactoring is necessary or not. 
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6. Validity Threats 

In fact, this study has done on a specific project. Designers, models they have designed, tools 

they are using, their experience, their feeling about the models’ complexity (which was the 

basic assumption and I started to work on the numbers), functionality of models themselves, 

and last but not least design rules that designers should be committed to while designing the 

models are the limitations and consequently, threats for this study . 

Note that most developers are very high skilled in coding rather than modeling. Therefore, 

human factors such as developers’ experience, developers’ effort, developers’ understanding 

of the models, models’ documentation, models’ functionality, etc. effect models’ complexity 

and designers feeling about how complex a model is. Consequently it will affect the final 

metrics. 

There are some other factors which can be added into the validity threats: 

 Some attributes act as states in some models, but they are not included in the number 

of states by running the script since I had to find them manually. 

 Different ranks for a model even by one designer. As I have explained one of the 

outcomes in the workshop was that I realized that there are some models which have 

been ranked completely differently by the same designer. This means that at the start 

of the study they felt those models were complex, but after six months they were 

aware of the functionality and giving low ranks to those specific models. Those 

ranking by designers effected on the formula and result. I did all data analysis over 

again to make sure about the formula. But I am not sure yet after some time what will 

be the new ranks to the same models and if they will be higher or lower again since 

the functionality of a model is vague for some designers.  
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7. Further works 

Implementing the daily report on the models, reporting the complex models, and 

investigating on reported high complex models by designers are recommended. 

Number of TRs in different studies has been used as a reliable dependent variable that can 

make us sure if there is any correlation between introduced metrics and complexity of the 

models. In other words, if a model is complex it is logical that number of TRs are higher. By 

finding higher TRs and their related models it will be possible to do some data analysis 

which are mostly qualitative rather than quantitative. This means that, the threat of designers’ 

mistakes for giving the ranks for complex models will be reduced. On the other hand, we 

have to be careful about designer’s point of views even if there are number of TRs. Getting 

designer’s inputs for measuring models’ complexity is highly recommended even if TRs are 

available. 

As Pareto-diagram seems interesting to look at for fault predictors it would be interesting to 

evaluate models after collecting TRs. Selecting number of non-self-transitions or state levels 

as the x-axis and TRs as the y-axis can be suggested. 

Collecting information on different versions and correlation between models refactored or 

restructured according to their complexity and the introduced metrics. 

I have not done any dig into study on choice points per states in RSARTE since it is behaving 

differently from Rose RT and it still seems as an important metric for designers in their 

models. Investigating more on choice points per states is highly recommended. 

7.1. Recommendations 

Assigning the most experienced designers for designing models, inspecting more on models’ 

functionality documents, using higher demands for testing coverage are recommendations for 

the modeling in this study.  

After six months working on models complexity measurement, I realized that models’ 

functionality and tool-limitations are the biggest issues for designers. I believe, these two 

factors, even if they are not in the equation for measuring the models’ complexity, were two 

important factors in this study. Either in the interviews or workshops whenever I asked a 

designer “Why you think this model is complex?” the first answer was: “Because of models’ 

functionality”. I even realized that, designers had more confident for giving the ranks to 

models just after some months (between interviews and workshops). It means they were 

aware of models’ functionality and also got familiar with modeling tools. 

 Models’ functionality always can be more understandable for designers if a designer can 

access to more clarified, inspected, and detailed documents for the models. In my opinion, 

have a higher testing coverage can help designers to know more about the models’ 

functionality itself. Test cases like Test Driven development helps developers know more 

about the models’ functionality; in addition higher test coverage means that all cases in a 
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model have been checked. This is helpful for those developers want to know more about the 

models’ functionality. It is my considered opinion that, experienced designers who are 

familiar with different modeling tools, working on different types of modeling, being aware 

of some parameters which make more TRs at that end and avoid them, transferring their own 

knowledge to the rest of the designers always seems to be helpful. 
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8. Summary and Conclusion 

This study presented a method for measuring the complexity of software models. The project 

was performed at Ericsson on models which were already implemented in Rose RT. Finding 

a way to evaluate the perceived complexity of the models and also estimating their structural 

complexity was a challenging task, because models were highly correlated and no trouble 

report of them was available. Another issue was that no similar project has been done before 

on such models. Maintainability and understandability were two aspects I was focusing on 

during the study. 

In this study, eight research questions were asked and answered consequently. Answering 

each question was done in different steps. There was a learning benefit in all steps of this 

study. Besides, each step’s result was part of the input data for the following step. Literature 

review, Interviews, data analysis, workshops, final formula with threshold values considering 

all validity threats in all steps were continuing steps in this study which helped me to answer 

research questions. 

I have used both qualitative and quantitative approaches for solving the problems in this 

study. The study can be divided into three sections. First was a study on existing models’ 

metrics for measuring the complexity. Second was selection of representative metrics and 

narrowing them down. This was done by collecting qualitative data from designers through 

several interviews. Once the candidate metrics were selected, data measurement was 

performed. Then statistical data analysis methods were applied on these data then two 

preliminary empirical formulas were generated for models’ complexity prediction. A 

parametric methodology in this section was applied. The third section of the study was to 

evaluate the prediction reliability of the generated empirical formula. This was done by 

getting feedback from designers through three workshops. The result of these workshops 

demonstrated some new aspects which were applied again in the selection of metrics and the 

empirical formulas were updated correspondingly. 

This study demonstrated that metrics such as “non-self-transitions”, “transitions per state”, 

and “state depth” were the most important for calculating the models’ complexity score 

(rank). Finding the threshold value for each metric was another task which was performed in 

this study. In most cases it was generally easy to get designers’ feedback about metrics and 

they were straight forward about threshold values. Only in one of the metrics (i.e. non-self-

transitions) it was not easy to figure out the threshold value and further analysis showed that 

this was because of the different functionality of those models. 

The process and results of this study showed that human factor is an effective factor for 

defining the models’ complexity. Thorough and detailed trouble report inventory are required 

for successful evaluation of models’ complexity. If few or no trouble reports for the models 

are available for doing data analysis on the models, it is necessary to get user-inputs from 

designers about the complexity of the models. This was the case in this study in which the 

inputs collected from designers had significant impact on the resulting formula of estimating 

model’s complexity. 
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It may be beneficial to consider getting user inputs even if trouble reports are available. For 

instance getting feedback from designers in order to understand how they conceptualize the 

complexity of the models they are developing. Their point of views about the significant 

metrics and their threshold values are too important to be set aside in the complexity 

measurement process.  

By using the empirical findings of this study, models’ complexity measurement is automated. 

Managers and designers can easily rank the complexity of the existing models and create a 

list of high ranked models. This will provide a simple and important decision support tool; 

for instance by allowing them to study why certain models are ranking high (i.e. are too 

complex) and take necessary actions to refactor or restructure them (i.e. decrease their 

complexity). 

It is important that trouble reports are generated and stored continuously from now on. By 

having more user-generated data, further progress on this prediction model can be done. 

Hence, higher degree of model’s accuracy and predictability can be generated in the future. It 

is highly recommended that the final metrics can be evaluated by including number of 

trouble reports for models. Investigating more on some other metrics such as choice points 

and attributes which are behaving as state machine is interesting to be done after gathering 

trouble reports on the models. 
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10. Appendices 

Appendix A- Project and time plans 

In this section my time plan and first draft of the schedule is shown. This project plan has 

done at the start of the study. The aim for this project and steps I had to take are coming as 

follow: 

Project time and plan has been defined as you can see.  

 6- 13 September 2010:  

Get to know the environment and setting accounts     

Studying some papers     

 

 

 

Give the best 

metrics. Test them! 

Finding the reliability of our 

metrics. 

 

Writing the Scripts and search on finding 

some tools if there is any 

Finding metrics in our models 

(survey and using data by scripts) 

Finding Metrics for the quality attribute based on different research, 

which are more important for models in theory and different projects 

have been done 

Which quality attribute we are focusing on? 

Maintainability and understandability 

Include metrics as part of our daily 

build framework 
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 13- 30 September 2010:  

Work on scripts and information about models given by Flippa (my supervisor) 

as Template and collect some basic data 

Start working on my metric lists (has been listed based on Rose RT models and 

papers have been studied)  

Give the first report to Kristian (my examiner) 

First draft of report,  

 

 1-31 October 2010:   

First Survey – maybe online or paper based or even maybe like a meeting. 

Do research on different modeling metrics by different papers 

Writing a script if there is no available tool to measure models’ complexity. (In 

RSARTE) 

Second draft of report 

 

 1-30 November 2010: 

Workshop by developers to make sure they agree with metrics I have found 

Compare developers’ metrics, the metrics to come with a formula or a plot 

Third draft of report 

 

 1-31 December 2010: 

Check reliability of the metrics 

Finding a framework or a reasonable solution to make sure about metrics I have 

found are reliable 

Forth draft 

 

 1-31 January 2011: 

Include metrics as part of the daily build framework 
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Finalizing the results,  

Final Reporting 

 

Milestones decided after a meeting on 14
th

 Sep 2010 are listed below: 

10
th

 October 2010: First list of metrics 

10
th

 November 2010: proposal for set of metrics, measured all proposal metrics in RSARTE 

10
th

 December 2010: Final set of metrics, and threshold values 

10
th

 January 2011: Ericsson presentation, report shall be ready 

 

What will I do in the survey and workshop? 

Survey will hold like an interview with some limited number of developers and I will ask 

questions to get the idea about: their definitions about complexity, how they feel about a 

complex model, why they call a unit as a complex unit, do they use a standard design 

patterns and care about different patterns in different models? And some other questions 

which lead us to focus on metrics more precisely. 

In workshop there will be more number of developers, they will contribute in the results I 

have found for complex models and will let us know how they see the results based on their 

own experience. During this discussion about complex models I will try to figure out if the 

findings are as same as developers are struggling with and what are similarities and 

differences in the findings. 
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Appendix B- First survey, Interview 

 

A model which is not complex is: 1- easy to understand. 2- Can easily be changed without 

much time and effort and after changing there is no conflict with other models and it works 

perfectly. If any of the above factors change and make it difficult to handle the model it is 

said to be complex. Based on this definition of complexity, please answer the questions 

below. Complexity ranks from 1 to 5 where 1 is the easiest and 5 is the most complex one. 

 

1. What is your definition of complexity of a model? 

2. Based on what attributes would you say a package is complex? 

3. Complexity will be ranked from 1 to 5, Name at least 2 models for each rank number, 

please. 

Rank 1: 

Rank 2: 

Rank 3: 

Rank 4: 

Rank 5: 

4. What do you think make your high rank models (above) complex? 

5. Have you and your team done any refactoring? Why did you refactor them? 

6. Which one for you is more complex to refactor? Class or capsule? Why? 

7. What do you think about a class size? What makes a class complex from your point 

of view?  

8. Select 2 items below which, from your point of view, make a capsule more complex? 

a. Number of signals 

b. Number of transitions 

c. Number of protocols 

d. Number of operations 

9. Make priority (rank them 1 to 11) for these items which you think make your models 

more complex? 

a. Number of global class variables(passive classes) 

b. Number of instance classes 

c. Number of signals 

d. Number of ports 

e. Number of operations 

f. Number of derived signals 

g. Number of operators 

h. Number of attributes 
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i. Number of transitions 

j. Number of choice points 

k. Number of passing messages between classes or capsules 
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Appendix C- Workshop tasks 

Generally there are three different categories for models. we decided three workshops for 

each category. In each category there are some models which designers are more familiar 

with. We highlighted those models to ask them for new ranking. 

There is an observer (me) and an interviewer (Filippa) in each workshop. In two of workshop 

there are two designers and in one of them there are three of designers. 

Workshop has different steps to take: 

 Asking designers to rank highlighted models out of all models. 

 Put their ranks in an excel sheet and get the average 

 Compare their average with predicted values and get warning message for 

residuals more than 1.5 

 Discuss and investigate about those models (they mostly were proxy models) 

 Show all results for all models in their own category and ask to look through the 

predicted values and high numbers for each metrics 

 Asking to select one of the predicted columns which seems more promising 

 Looking into the formulas and see how the predicted values have been generated 

 Discuss about the metrics and see if they are important in all models or not and 

why 

 Asking about the models in Casewise diagnostic list and compare them with the 

new rank if they had ranked them, otherwise discuss about them and see if the 

rank is closer to predicted values or not and why. 

 Finding out threshold values and if there is no exact numbers that they are sure 

about knowing the range of it 

 

What is Casewise diagnostic list? 

In the workshop we had a list of models which the differences between predicted values and 

ranked values by designers were more than 1.5 (residuals more than 1.5).  These models have 

been found by looking into their histogram diagram and also a Casewise diagnostic in the 

linear regression analysis. We investigated about the reasons for those cases. Investigation 

shows us which models have been underestimated or overestimated compared with predicted 

values. 

In the predicted values we also could find some values which were not acceptable in the 

range of expectation which means that there are some metrics that are influencing these 

models more than normal.  
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Appendix D- ModelMet metrics and using this script 

Package level 

PACKAGE: 

 Name of parent package 

 Number of model elements 

 Number of capsules 

 Number of ports 

 Number of protocols 

 Number of signals 

 Number of classes 

 Number of states 

 Number of transitions 

 Number of choice points 

 Number of ports per capsule 

 Number of states per capsule 

 Number of transitions per capsule 

 Number of transitions per state 

 Number of signals per protocol 

Class data 

ATTRIBUTE: 

 Name 

 Type 

OPERATION: 

 Operation name 

 Parameter name 

 Parameter type 

 Operation return type 

CLASS: 

 Name 

 Number of attributes 

 Number of operations 

Capsule data 

ATTRIBUTE: 

 Name 
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 Type 

OPERATION: 

 Operation name 

 Parameter name 

 Parameter type 

 Operation return type 

CAPSULE: 

 Name 

 Number of capsule attributes 

 Number of capsule operations 

 Number of ports 

 State level 

 Number of transitions 

State machine data 

1. Collects information about the state machine (number of states, transitions and choice 

points), which is the output as part of the package data 

Protocol data 

OUTSIGNAL: 

 Name 

 Class name 

INSIGNAL: 

 Name 

 Class name 

PROTOCOL: 

 Name 

 Number of insignals 

 Number of outsignals 

According to Rational Rose RealTime Extensibility Interface Reference documentation 

(2003) “Rose RT scripting is an extended version of the Summit basic Script language.” 

By scripting it will be possible to make some functions and get some information about the 

models as output. Measuring different metrics in the models is the aim by scripting. 

At first there were two different available scripts: ModelMet (Model Metric Measurement) 

and RTMA (Rose RT Model Analyzer). Surprisingly measurement of some metrics resulted 
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in different numbers for a specific metric in a model. As a result for this research I decided to 

use ModelMet script and modify it for the aim because its definition of some metrics was 

closer to the definition than RMTA. First step to start was looking into the ModelMet script 

and list the metrics that can be measured, then go and look into models in Rose RT and try to 

know what other metrics seem to be considered. 

ModelMet scripting generates a csv-file for each model as an output in the current path of 

existence models. Metrics are collected for the package(s) and its/their child package(s) in 

ModelView in Rose RT.  

This collection of metrics seemed quite useful at first. After all data collection I switched to 

the scripting which this script was the base for it and used it. 
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Appendix E – Glossary of acronyms 

 

Table 25 . Glossary of acronyms 

 

Acronym Definition

ANOVA Analysis Of variance

IBM International Business Machine

LOC Line Of Codes

LTE Long Term Evolution

ModelMet Model Metric Measurement

NC Number of Choicepoints

NS Number of States

NT Number of Transitions

PCA Principal Component Analysis

P-P plot Probability-Probability or Percent-Percent plot

Rose RT Rational Rose Real Time

RSARTE Rational Software Architecture Real Time Edition

RTMA Rose RT Model Metrics Analyzer

SAS Statistical Analysis System

SPSS Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

SwUs Software Units

TR Trouble Report

UML Unified Modeling Language


